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Last updated january 05, 2020 at 21:26 by Blainie 11 comments Welcome to the Warfronts guide, where we will explore all about the new Battle for Azeroth feature and how it relates to your character's growth and progression! This guide will cover the battle for Stormgarde and the battle for Darkshore. In Patch 8.3, the Battle of Darkshore Warfront can now be played in a heroic mode that rewards an
exclusive mount: Sandy Nightsaber (see below). 1. Cycle Warfronts Warfronts are large-scale battles that center around the war between the Alliance and the Horde. This content will cycle into a method that has one faction, starting with control of the area (so having access to exclusive mobs, world bosses, and their respective prey), while the opposing faction is contributing elements, gold, and military
resources to create a faction of power. Once a resource contribution has reached its 100% needs, the battle for the area becomes available. This resource contribution is found throughout the region, just as the magician tower of progress was in the Legion on the broken shore, and it rewards Azerite and reputation. Once the attack is over (it cannot fail), the attacking group will gain control of the area, while
another group will begin gathering resources to launch an offensive on the area. 2. Start There will be a brief introduction to the Warfront area that will introduce you to some attractions and then initiate a quest to contribute to your Warfront efforts. Complete the intro and then make contributions as soon as you have a quest to do so, not just daily blue !s showing daily quests. 3. Patch 8.3 Changes - Heroic
Darkshore Patch 8.3 brings a few changes to Warfronts, but there will finally be a heroic mode for Darkshore Warfront that will bring with it a level 460 gear award and a more challenging task for the players who enjoy them. After completing the Battle of Darkshore at Heroic Difficulty, Sandy Nightsaber can be purchased from Stoutforge Provisions in Boralus for the 350th 7th Legion Service Medals or from
The Provisions of Mukra located in the Dazar'alor docks for 350 Medal of Honor service. 4. Patch 8.2 Changes - Heroic Warfronts with patch 8.2, players will have a new version of Warfronts available. Heroic Warfronts offer a more sophisticated version of any particular Warfront. Players can only queue for Heroic Warfronts when there are either 10 or 20 players in the raid party. The health and damage of
the enemies in Warfront will scale depending on the number of players you have over 10 people in the game. Scale Warfronts will be designed for players around 415 level points and Battle for Stromgarde will be the only available Heroic Warfront at this time. We will update this section with information as it becomes available. 4.1. Differences between normal and heroic enemies of war will have an
increased number of and it will scale with the number of players in Warfront Warfront that are at 415 elements. Enemy commanders will enter the battle from time to time and start attacking your base and commander. Because the commander is strong, you will need to repel this attack with your group. When his health reaches 60%, he will return to his base. Increase in value for both demolished and siege
engines to 160 irons. Players can only queue for Heroic Warfronts with a raid group of 10 to 20 players. 4.2. Heroic Warfront Awards players who win Heroic Warfront, along with the completion of Heroic War: Battle of Stromgard will be rewarded with a 425 point level set piece by either Honorbound or the 7th Legion. Players will be told that these items are only under the level of the Point Heroic Raid
Mode Eternal Palace. Players will also unlock achievements after completing Heroic Warfronts. 5. Your contribution to Warfronts contribution to the warfront efforts of your faction includes the provision of military resources, gold and items created from professions. These contributions are on a daily lockout, so be sure to do so every day as reputation benefits are extremely helpful for progress on your
faction's military campaign. With Patch 8.2, there are even fewer contribution daily quests, but these quests are updated daily rather than each cycle, which speeds up the completion rate of the deposit stage and provides ample opportunities for more Artifact Power and reputation rewards. Golden Contribution Military Donations: Gold (Alliance) / Wartime Donations: Gold (Orda) asks for only 100g. This is a
trivial amount of gold and must be done daily. It awards 500 Azerbaijanis and 150 reputations from the 7th Legion of Honour. Each daily quest includes an award of 150 reputation and 500 azerite, which has incredible potential to advance to exalted status with the 7th Legion and Honorary, which opens up your allied race Mag'har orcs and dark iron dwarves. All ten quests can be done every day, so your
maximum turnaround is in exchange for 100 gold, 100 military resources, and various occupation items for a total capacity of 1500 reputation and 5000 azerite. It also progresses the contribution bar of your faction, which will allow Warfront activities that will reward you with a 370 point level piece of gear and provide access to the world boss as well as rare enemies and world quests in the Arathi highlands.
Manufactured items from professions are likely to be expensive at the beginning of the expansion, but these items may fall in price and be the best value to include over time. NPCs that request items don't always ask for the same items, so be prepared to go to the auction house every day with a shopping list. Here are items related to the profession that can be used for military input. In Patch 8.1 in the
Battle of Darkshore, the potential contribution for the Azerbaijani power has actually been doubled. This allowed much faster azerbaijan's potential, as both fronts could be Simultaneously. Contributions can be made once a day, while The Warfront territory is controlled by the opposite faction. 6. Warfront Strategy Warfronts may be lost and it's hard to do, but that doesn't mean you want to win slower and
take longer to get to this world boss and the sweet, sweet prey that will be had while your faction controls the area! Fighting or collecting are the two main activities that need to be done during Warfronts. If you are on the lower end of gears, you should take part in the training camp as it will allow you to have the greatest impact on your team's ability to win faster. If you like to get together, you have to pack
up. Most players in this type of fighting style will prefer to fight, so if you are akin to collecting, we recommend you do just that! For fighters, you will fight alongside the troops that you help empower and work to control the bases. 6.1. Stage 1 Start the Battle of Stormguard and Battle for Darkshore will have you starting with a clear path and goal to defeat the mini-boss. As soon as the mini-boss dies, you will
want to capture the nearby mines and mills. Being in a mine and a mill, you want to collect iron or wood to help contribute to your efforts. If the mine or mill is overcrowded, consider going elsewhere. If you or someone else provide some guidance during this process, try to split the team so that half goes to the mine and half goes to the mill. This initial stage is similar to both the Battle of Stormguard and the
Battle of Darkshore. Despite the various names mentioned below, the goal is exactly the same on both fronts, which is to focus on securing both locations in order to generate more resources, which accelerates the construction of buildings and vehicles. Stormgard Mine - Drywhisker Mine Dark Mine - Lornesta Mine Stormgard Mill - Hatchett Ridge Dark Mill - Cinderella Grove IS REALLY REALLY TO HAVE
in the least HALF YOUR RAID GATHERING RESOURCES! Players tend to go fight when they are not sure what to do, so be the hero your party needs and collect firewood and iron! 6.2. Stage 2 At this stage of Warfront, your team will want to split and win. Half of your team want to focus on collecting and building while the other half focuses on offense and destruction. Again, even a split is highly
recommended as too much on collection and construction will slow down the offense while too much on offense will prove too long to build the vehicles and buildings needed to succeed. Under organized leadership, the collection and construction team should be ten low level points or experienced players as this role is less demanding having need to defeat small enemies and use the resources gathered to
build buildings and vehicles. The offensive team must be your ten highest levels of element or experienced players, while ensuring that at least 1 tank and 1 healer also accompany the team. This stage needs a constant supply coming in to raise the buildings further. It may not feel like collecting supplies really contributes to the front, but upgrading buildings and building siege vehicles to break enemy gates
faster is the fastest way to speed up the winning front. Put high priority on taking to the center seat first. This is central to the High Perch in Stormgard and the Mestotide Strand in Darkshore. Once it is conquered, make sure to protect it properly. Destroyers and siege engines will use this path to get closer to the siege tower and siege gates! Once the hub center has conquered, feel free to grab left and right
seats if the collectors have not finished building the workshop. There are many buildings that you can build to enhance the conquest of power by your faction during the Front. Focusing on resource collection allows for the construction and modernization of buildings. 6.2.1. Stormgarde Building Priorities Great Hall → Keep/Stronghold → Castle/Fortress - This building and its renovations have numerous
advantages including increasing the speed of acquiring iron and timber resources, unlocking the commander option from the barracks at the Keep/Stronghold level, and unlocking special commander capabilities, as well as increasing damage from siege engines/demolishers at castle/fortress level. Altar Storms → This building allows player power lovers in the form of trading resources for Bristling Power,
which increases your damage, healing, and health by 10%, stacking up to 4 times, and having the opportunity for the player to get the call of Buff Storm if they find the Essence of the Storm, which is a rare fall during Warfront. Barracks - This building is your main source of troops, which allows you to trade iron for troops that will fight the opposite faction and help in attacking and defending bases. Warmill -
This building allows you to trade resources for weapons and armor improvements to your troops. Workshop - This building allows you to build siege engines /demolishers that are the key to winning Warfronts. 6.2.2. Gathering - Priority of the construction team To buy 140 iron and 140 wood for the purchase of barracks. Purchase 260 iron and 140 wood for the purchase of a military mill. Purchase 260 iron
and 140 wood to buy Altar Storms. Purchase 380 iron and 180 Wood to upgrade your Great Hall to Keep/Stronghold. Purchase 500 iron and 220 wood to purchase the workshop, then create a siege engine/demolishers Purchase 620 iron and 260 wood to upgrade your fortress into a castle/fortress in summary, upgrade the barracks, then upgrade the military mill/arms chamber, then upgrade the altar of the
storm and then upgrade your Great Hall and then build a workshop and then build 3 Demolishers and then push for victory! For the Battle of Darkshore, follow a similar priority Buildings! Note that to collect and create a team, iron will have much higher demand and should be a priority in the collection process. Collection. Barracks and the military mill provide a huge boost to the offensive and defensive
capabilities of your troops, while the Altar of Storm significantly increases the strength of the player. The Stronghold update increases resource generation, which will accelerate the pace of workshop production, greatly increasing your team's destructive capabilities. Finally, perform a final upgrade to your Great Hall to further increase resources to produce more troops and siege engines/demolishers. By
collecting resources, these players must also respond to wave attacks from the opposite faction and protect mines and mills from attack. The collection and protection team should focus on upgrading until three vehicles are created at this point focusing on production shifts toward vehicle maintenance and base protection. While gatherers upgrade their building capacity, the offensive party should focus on
capturing vital locations that are useful for Warfront winning efforts. 6.2.3. The priority of the offensive partyThiscea must first attack the central checkpoint, which will allow the siege of vehicles to begin work on enemy towers and enemy gates. Once the center of the checkpoint is accepted, west and east locations must be captured for troops fighting power increases and enemy choking points. Once these
points are captured, the focus should be on protecting checkpoints while protecting siege vehicles. The team should be able to send a maximum of three siege vehicles. If the siege vehicle is destroyed, be sure to tell your team that a new siege vehicle is necessary to speed up the demolition of enemy towers and gates. 6.3. Stage 3 This stage is all about finishing the opposition and taking what's yours!
Escort your siege vehicles to enemy gates, destroy the gate and kill the enemy commander. All collectors and defenders at this stage should go on the attack and help escort the vehicles to the gate. Once the gates are down, all 20 players must attack and defeat the enemy commander to win! Don't go to the checkpoint in front of the enemy gates before the siege vehicles are active! It's a waste of time,
and you're probably going to die. It is also imperative that you do not approach the gate until the siege of the vehicles have finished destroying the gate. To make this mistake is an implicit death. Your goal here is to DEFEND the siege vehicles and kill the enemy waves. Protect the last checkpoint flag. Once the gate is down, focus on the enemy commander. 7. Storm quests and rewards quest awards have
been increased with patch 8.1. All awards level 340 have been increased to the point of 370 awards, while the level 370 award item has been upgraded to the level of 400 awards! The quests are available at the time The Warfront's controls are lucrative military resource capabilities with four quests rewarding 200 military resources each. There is also 370 Equipment Cash, which can give 370 units of
production level Weapons. 8. Dark quests and rewards quest rewards have been increased with patch 8.1. All awards level 340 have been increased to the point of 370 awards, while the level 370 award item has been upgraded to the level of 400 awards! 9. Goliath players will find the Goliaths scattered throughout the Arathic Highlands and Dark Shore. They have the ability to discard items that can help
players in battle within 10 minutes, which will come in handy when you need to kill the elites who inhabit whatever warfront you are involved in. 9.1. Arathi Highland Goliaths Crossing Goliath: Drops Cross Essence, which encourages an ally to help the player in battle in the Arati Highlands within 10 minutes. This item has a 3-second cooling point. Thunder Goliath: Drops Thunder Essence, which
encourages an ally to help the player in battle in the Arati Highlands for 10 minutes. This item has a 3-second cooling point. Goliath Rumble: Drops The Rumble of Essence, which encourages an ally to help a player in battle in the Arathi Highlands for 10 minutes. This item has a 3-second cooling point. Burning Goliath: Drops Burning Essence, which encourages an ally to help a player in battle in the Arati
Highlands within 10 minutes. This item has a 3-second cooling point. 10. World bosses, being under the control of the Stormgarde Warfront area, the controlling faction will have access to the World Boss to win: Howe of Destiny for the Alliance to take off or Roar Lion for the Horde. These world bosses are the source of the 370-level booty item, which is equivalent to The Heroic Uldir Loot, as well as a
fraction of an exclusive toy for everyone. Under the control of the Darkshore Warfront area, the controlling faction will have access to the World Boss to win: Yves forest lord for the Horde and Ivus Decomposed for the Alliance. Both versions of this classic NPC will drop the point level of 400 gears. 10.1. Howe of Destiny / Lion Roar Loot 10.2. Yves Decay / Forest Lord Lute 11. Rewards and Loot players
who complete and participate in Warfronts can get 370 point level gear once in Warfront completion each week. Gear is not guaranteed, but the drop speed is high. Under the control of the Warfront area, players will be able to find and earn mountains, fighting animals, toys and achievements. You can find each section below. 11.1. Mount Arati Highlands Please note that in order for Doomrider Helgrim to
spawn, the Alliance will have to control the Arati Front of the Highlands, and Knight-Captain Aldrin will spawn when the Horde will control the War Front. 11.2. Dark Mountains 11.3. Arathi Highland Battle pets 11.4. Stormgarde Toys Brazier Cap: This toy falls from The Geomancer Flintdagger, which is at (80.29) inside the cave. Coldrage Cooler: This toy falls from Kor'gresh Coldrage, which is located at
(49.84) inside the western cave. Foul belly: This toy falls from Foulbelly, which can be found at (23.50) inside the cave where the entrance is next to 29.45. Kovork Kostum: This toy falls off which is in inside the cave, where the entrance is about 29.45. Magic Fun Rock: Drops from Ruul Onestone, which is at 43.57. Milk Morion: This toy falls from Krapper's Milk, which is at 47.79. Spectral visage: This toy
falls from a horrible phenomenon that is at 26.35 or 20.61. Syndicate Mask: This toy falls from the singer, who is at 51.41 or 51.57. Witherbark Gong: This toy falls from Theas Wiserbark, which is at 63.81. 11.5. Dark Toys 12. Transmog Elements Players can get the achievement of Don't Warfront Me by collecting all the parts of the Arathi Highlands and Darkshore Transmom set shade. The equipment that
players receive from Warfronts is based on the view of the Horde and the Alliance, as well as on three tiers of armor transistors based on how they were obtained from the front. 13. Achievements there are achievements that will be earned in your conquest efforts in Warfronts available! 13.1. Alliance and Horde Achievements Event Battle - Earned by completing several random events that take place in the
Battle of Stromgard 13.2. Alliance Achievements of the War of Hell - earned by defeating the Horde in the Battle of Stormgarde Strike Hard - earned by capturing any of the seats in the Battle of Stormgarde Strike Fast - earned by capturing all the seats in the Battle of Stormgarde (not necessarily all in the same battle) The Leader of the Troops - earned by recruiting one of each squad in the Battle of
stormgarde, which includes Footmen, Arrows, Priests, Knights, and Sieges By defeating all three enemy commanders in the Battle of Stormgarde, which includes the murder of Eitrigg, Rohan, and Lady Liadrin (only one commander appears in combat) on the call of nature - earned by embodying every Alliance hero in the Battle of the Darkshore under the cover of darkness - earned by capturing one place
in the battle for a dark place in the Battle of the Officer on set in Dashhor, earning one of the battles earned by the end of the Battle of Darkshore 13.3. Horde Achievements of War hell - earned by defeating the Alliance in the Battle of Stormgarde Strike Hard - earned by capturing any of the seats in the Battle of Stormgarde Strike Fast - earned by capturing all the seats in the Battle of Stormgarde (not
necessarily all in the same battle) The Leader of the Troops - earned by recruiting one of each unit in the Battle of Stormgarde, which includes The Grunts, Axe Throwers, Shamans, And The Raiders By defeating all three enemy commanders in the Battle of Stormgarde, which includes the murder of Danat Trollbane, Turalyon, and Muradin (only one commander appears in combat) Deforester - earned by
embodying every hero of the Horde in the Battle of The Darkshore The place in the Battle of Darkshore Night Moves - earned by capturing every seat in the battle for the Darkshore recruiting officer - earned by recruiting one of each squad in the Battle of the Darkshore War for the Shore - earned by completing the battle for Darkshore 13.4. The Honorary and 7th Legion Service Medal Supplier When Patch
8.1 is launched, the new currency has been introduced from the world of quests from the opposite continent to the faction where Invasion and Warfront World quests are located. They can be exchanged for the various items that are listed below: From particular, it should be noted from these awards draught of Ten Lands that will make aligning alternative characters easier and faster. The rings also note
because they item level 380 and provide a teleport back to your faction's hometown. While it really shares the coolness with your Hearthstone, you can use this ring as a quick portal to your hometown and set your Hearthstone in a more convenient location! 14. Conclusion Thank you for reading this warfronts guide! We hope you will find the Warfronts feature as fun and profitable as we do! As more
Warfronts will be available in the future, this guide will be updated to reflect all new strategies and loot! 15. Changelog 05 January 2020: Added a new patch 8.3 mountain. 20 December 2019: Added a note about Heroic Darkshore in Patch 8.3. July 8, 2019: Various sections with information from Patch 8.2 have been updated and organized. 03 July 2019: Added information about the heroic war with Patch
8.2. 04 December 2018: Added patch 8.1 info. October 15, 2018: Alliance contributions for the October 9 contributions phase have been added and the Masters table has been changed to show more examples. September 27, 2018: The Horde's contributions to the contribution stage on September 27 are added. September 17, 2018: Alliance contributions and search information are added. September 9,
2018: Added summary information for each section and the notes mentioned about the drop in production. 04 sep. 2018: Added contributions, list, and details of contributions and lockout deadlines. August 11, 2018: Added location of Warfront pets, mount and play, achievements and corrected reputation of Warfront contribution and Azerite reward amount. August 10, 2018: Warfronts Guide is added.
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